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Introduction
I began graduate school without a real clear idea of what I wanted to do. I knew I wanted
to further develop my skills I learned as an undergraduate in journalism school and those
I used as a reporter for a newspaper in West Virginia, but at first I had trouble narrowing
my focus for graduate school. I enrolled in the newspaper reporting and writing sequence,
knowing little more about computer-assisted reporting than my desire to be involved in it.
During my first semester I took Mass Media Seminar with professors George
Kennedy and Scott Swafford. I learned about journalism theory and the key Elements of
Journalism which led me to develop a deeper understanding of journalism and its role in
democracy.
At the same time I was a teaching assistant for Dr. Charles Davis for his class
teaching undergraduates the Principles of American Journalism. This work further
reinforced these notions of journalism and democracy as I helped those undergraduates
do the same.
The following semester I took Computer-Assisted Reporting with David Herzog,
which opened up a new world of skills and possibilities for reporting in-depth and
important stories. I learned to compute and analyze data, look for patterns and illuminate
previously hidden stories.
During the same semester, I took Investigative Reporting with Brant Houston,
which led me into a practice of journalism in which I was not very adept. Those skills
were vital in this project and will be for my career as well.
In the summer of 2007 I took Quantitative Research with Tayo Oyedeji and
learned to use statistical analysis as a computer-assisted reporting tool. Thankfully, each
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student’s interests lay outside academia, and Mr. Oyedeji catered to those interests. Mine
lay with using statistics as another tool for computer-assisted reporting.
That same summer I worked as an assistant city editor at The Columbia
Missourian, which further developed my awareness of the conflict between in-depth
reporting, immediacy and managers’ priorities.
In August 2007 I completed the Investigative Reporters and Editors GIS Mapping
Boot Camp, which laid the groundwork for furthering these skills in an independent study
course on GIS mapping for journalism with David Herzog this semester. This course
vastly expanded my understanding of maps and how they can be used to interpret data for
news reporting.
Last semester I worked as a data analyst at the National Institute for ComputerAssisted Reporting, under the tutelage of data library director Jeff Porter, who allowed
me freedom to develop my abilities while at the same time teaching me new skills on the
job.
This project has been a long time coming. I majored in journalism as an
undergraduate at West Virginia University, but did much coursework in other areas to
better inform my reporting. I minored in international and comparative politics, and took
classes in economics and development, including a class that focused on the economics
of Cuba as a case study.
This project was the natural conclusion to my graduate work; it has further
developed my skills as an investigative and computer-assisted reporter in a competitive,
nonacademic atmosphere and helped me learn how to productively apply the skills I’ve
thus far acquired.
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My project is divided into two sections: a professional component and a
professional analysis.
For my professional component, I worked four days a week for 13 weeks as a
computer-assisted reporter for Gannett News Service in Washington, DC, under the
supervision of database editor Robert Benincasa. Most of my time was spent working
with Projects Team reporter Larry Wheeler compiling U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency data from multiple databases for sewage violation enforcement analysis.
This was a greater undertaking than I first imagined and well beyond the scope of
anything I have done before. It required an in-depth knowledge of how U.S. EPA
prosecutes enforcement in general, and more specifically how the federal agency ensures
compliance under the Clean Water Act, through which publicly owned treatment works
are regulated and permitted. It also required an airtight understanding of how the EPA
records and stores federal and state agency data, as well as an intimate knowledge of each
of the myriad quirks which must be accounted for in performing any broad analysis. I
read hundreds of pages of manuals and traded many phone calls and e-mails with EPA
data wizards to learn more about the structure of the data.
Needless to say, this was a challenge for me and I know I have grown
tremendously in my ability to work with data and my analytical and critical thinking
skills were challenged each day a bit more than the day before. This project is among the
three to four projects of this caliber Gannett News Service does per year, and will
eventually culminate in a microsite with a complete story package and searchable
database for the Web, for each GNS news outlet to use all or portions of in their own
Web, television or print publications. As such, I have had the opportunity to design a
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database with searchability in mind, which has been enjoyable and a new experience that
will no doubt serve me in the near future.
I have also worked with other reporters on their data, and built a Intranet
application for searching contacts at all the Gannett newspapers and television stations.
The sewers project, originally slated for an April 15 publication date, has been
pushed back to May 7. At the risk of going overboard, I shall be as thorough as possible
with the materials I include in this report to better illuminate my committee of my
activities at GNS, since the project will not be published until after my defense date.
My professional analysis has been quite an instructive exercise as well. I
interviewed six journalists from four different news organizations that have won the
Philip Meyer Journalism Award for reporting that employs precision journalism,
computer-assisted reporting or social science research methodology. I also used news
reports and official sources to explain the current media environment.
My goal was to drill down into the past to learn how these award-winning
journalists were able to accomplish such investigations through current industry
downturns, and what that might mean for reporters and business management.
This project has supported my ultimate goal to be a reporter at a news outlet that
can offer me the opportunity to do important in-depth investigative reporting. Computerassisted reporting is a vital component of both this kind of journalism and my ability to
give the public the tools they need to be self-governing.
I’m a writer at heart, but these skills are essential for adding depth and authority
to my reporting. These skills, properly employed, have the power to inform about the
consequences of policy decisions and empower the public to effect change.
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Field notes from the Washington Program
January 21, 2008 - April 24, 2008

The notes on the following pages are weekly reports I filed with my
committee regarding my work at Gannett News Service, my professional
analysis and a few of the seminars I attended.
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Week 1 — January 28

Hello all.
This is my first set of field notes. We attended seminars each day this week. I
enjoyed Brooks Jackson's talk about Factcheck.org. It was pretty interesting to see what
they do and hear about the kinds of facts they choose to check. I was also impressed by
the organization's circulation -- about 50,000 per day now, with a peak of 400,000 during
the last election. Bill Kovach and Geneva Overholser's talk was great too. I enjoyed their
thoughts on the future of journalism and engaging the audience. Marisa Katz at was also
fascinating. I enjoyed the tour and her discussion about how the business works and the
new things they're working on. Charles Lewis at Hearst was excellent -- he offered very
practical information about how to get a job. I appreciated his frankness and experience.
Terry Bracy was though provoking as well. He wasn't exactly what I was expecting from
a lobbyist and I felt he helped put things in perspective as well as give us an excellent
breakdown of power in Washington.
I'm looking forward to starting my job at Gannett tomorrow. I'll report on that
next week.
I haven't yet begun my research -- still crafting my interview questions. That's my
big priority this week.
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Week 2 — February 4

Hello everyone.
Last week was great. I'm doing some pretty cool stuff at Gannett, really getting
into the thick of things. I'm developing a Web database application for the Intranet,
learning PHP and MySQL. I finished two drafts of the searchable Web database last
week and am further developing it for when I receive additional data we want to be able
to search. I've learned an incredible amount of PHP in the last week -- a skill I'll be able
to keep developing and using throughout the semester and beyond.
Also, on Day 1 I began working with another reporter on an EPA dataset. We
have a number of tables that aren't designed to talk to each other, and that's exactly what
we need to do. I've been learning a lot about how to do that and get the results we desire.
We've been looking at hundred of facilities that are administered by different programs.
The idea is we want to be able to look at individual facilities and pull data about each
facility from a bunch of different tables. I've really been doing most of the data crunching
on the tables so far, and I think it's going to be a pretty cool story. I'll continue working
on that this week.
My research is a little slow. I'm going to finish up my interview questions tonight
and contact my interview subjects this week.
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Week 3 — February 10

Hi again!
Things are going well at Gannett. I'm basically working on the same things as I
reported last week -- developing a Web database for internal use and analyzing close to
20 different tables that comprise two different EPA databases.
The Web work is going well. I learned quite a bit more PHP last week. I'm
beginning to feel more confident in my coding and I understand much better how it
works. It really works much like computer code, rather than html code. I'm on my third
draft and kind of in a holding pattern now until I receive the second dataset Gannett
wants online. While I'm waiting, and when I'm not working on the EPA data, I've been
tweaking the code and trying to make the database ready to handle the new data and more
useful to the user.
The EPA pollution data is going very well. We (me and the reporter I'm working
with on the story) made some great progress last week. One big problem with the tables
is that multiple tables don't join well together. One or two join well, but any more than
that and records start duplicating and it gets way too jumbled to make any sense and
become unusable. So a lot of my time has been spent figuring out what we want to know
from the data, and strategizing ways to get the data to talk. We're almost to the point
where we can start reporting off the data. We're waiting on some explanations about the
data from EPA, and waiting for an update on the data (it only goes to Feb. 2007 right
now). One problem we've encountered is that some of the data does not agree with the
data EPA has on its searchable Web site, so we've been trying to rectify that to make sure
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we're getting the full picture. They're definitely keeping me busy each day.
I'm still behind on my research, but I won't be after this week.
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Week 4 — February 18

Greetings!
Last week was great. The EPA data analysis has come a long way from a week
ago. I had a problem with combining duplicate records last week, because I had some
facilities that had multiple IDs. It wasn't as simple as stripping out the extra IDs,
however, because we need those to be able to refer back to to other tables. After
struggling with it for a while, I figured it out. I'm working on some other things with the
data now, while we wait on a couple answers from the EPA about the data. Then I'll be
able to say "these facilities were fined this much by the EPA in the past five years, and
here was what enforcement was like, etc." That sounds simple enough, except the data is
really complicated, and the databases aren't designed to talk to each other. That's what
I've been working on quite a bit -- getting the two databases to talk to each other
seamlessly for a thorough analysis. I've just a few steps left on that and we're ready to
rock. I've essentially created a new table containing data from a number of different
tables from the two databases. We'll be having a meeting about the project today.
Also, I've set up a couple interviews for my professional analysis for Friday, and I'm
waiting to hear back from a handful of others. I'll have a solid portion of my interviews
done by this weekend.
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Week 5 — February 25

Good morning!
Last week was pretty productive for me. I found a bunch of new problems with
our EPA pollution data, and had to back up a few steps to solve those problems. It's a
little frustrating at times, because it seems as soon as one problem has been solved, two
more problems surface. But that's all part of thoroughly vetting this data, and each step in
the process produces a dataset that much cleaner and reliable. I'm now hand-checking a
handful of questionable records. Once that's done, I'll be just a few steps away from
having a solid dataset for reporting.
Also, regarding my research, I'm moving right along. I had three interviews
Friday -- one from each paper that won the Philip Meyer Journalism Award last year.
I am also happy to report that I caught 20 fish Saturday -- 12 walleye, two crappie, a
sunfish, a largemouth bass, and four smallmouth bass.
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Week 5 Postscript — Feb. 26

Hey ya'll, I've attached a couple screen shots of what I've been working on.
"madmoney.bmp" is a one of the main tables I've been compiling with
information from seven (so far) original tables and a number of calculations I did.
"iciscritkey.bmp" shows the SQL for a query I did a couple weeks ago, with a
view of a bunch of the queries I've done in the past couple weeks, trying to get the data to
cooperate. It joins two tables and narrows the criteria.
"ifstate4.bmp" shows one of the nested-if statements I came up with to deal with a
problem of duplicates when trying to sum.
"ifstate3.bmp" shows another nested-if. Row 78 and 79 show how it handles
duplicates. Column P is the sum of two fields for one row, Column Q adds up the rows
associated with each record and displays the result only in the first instance of a record,
and ignores fields where its indicator field contains an X. Column R adds Columns Q, E
and F, so long as none of the indicator fields for E and F have an X.
"ifstate2.bmp" takes the number of instances for each record, and labels one as the
first instance, so I can get sums from multiple rows and columns into one cell for each
record. Row 22 and 23 shows how it's supposed to work.
Also, regarding my research, I'll be out of town this Friday, but the following
Friday I'm hoping to get three more interviews out of the way.
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Week 6 — March 3

Good morning!
Last week was another excellent week. I wrapped up the most important part of
the EPA data cleaning -- getting all the data to cooperate and do what I tell it to do -Monday and Tuesday.
This means that each facility has at least one unique identifier -- a Facility
Registration Number or a National Pollution Discharge Elimination System number. All
records but one have the FRS number, and many facilities have multiple NPDES
numbers under a more-unique FRS number. That was really the crux of the problem -maintaining the NPDES numbers (in order to pull information from other tables
associated with those NPDES numbers) while still being able to aggregate settlements
and other information without duplication. That's done now.
I spent a good bit of my time the rest of last week assigning latitude and longitude
to each facility. Luckily, there's an EPA geospatial dataset which had information for
most of the facilities. I used a combination of approaches for the missing records. I
looked each of them up in EPA's ECHO system, to see if it had a lat/long for the facility.
Many did, so I plugged those coordinates into my table and added a new field, GEO,
which indicates how the lat/long was derived. I used L for these records, as the lat/long
from ECHO comes from EPA's Locational Reference Table. The rest I used a batch
geocoder, which pulled up another handful of records. I coded these B. For the rest, I
used a combination of Internet research and Google satellite maps eyeballing. I looked
the facilities up to see if I could find a better address than what was included in our data,
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or a map, or something to indicate where each facility was actually located. I'd then take
this information to Google Maps, turn on the satellite and see if I could locate the facility
that way. That worked on quite a few records, which I coded as M, for Map. Out of 2441
records, I'm left with 9 still to code. All but one are located in Choctaw, MS, which is not
a town or city but county. It appears many of the facilities are under tribal administration,
and the addresses just don't match up, the satellite images from that area are useless and
there's no information on the Internet that I can find that I don't already have in my own
data. So I'm a bit stuck there, but we'll figure it out.
Also, I worked with another reporter last week on a project she was doing. I
helped her take a spreadsheet of 20,000 records with tons of fields and boil it down to the
few hundred records and handful of fields she was really looking for, so that was fun.
I'm hoping to do some more interviews this Friday and be well on my way to getting my
research done.
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Week 7 — March 10

Good morning!
Last week I wrapped up a bunch of things with this data project.
I used the main table I've put together to pull out information in different formats
to support the reporting of the story, and I spent a good bit of time cleaning the address
fields in the data. I found better-formatted addresses in another table, and updated my
table with those addresses. They still needed cleaned up and structured in a consistent
way, which I did last week. I also spoke to the head of EPA's Facility Reporting System
about how they came up with addresses for facilities to better understand what I need to
do to clean up the data.
I also located latitudes and longitudes for those last few remaining records.
I talked to Larry Wheeler, the reporting with whom I'm working on this story, about the
various fields we'd like to show the reader for each facility on a data-driven Web site. So
I spent some time figuring out how we'd be able to pull those fields from different tables
for each record that a reader would click on.
I also updated a database of Gannett contacts from its various papers and TV
stations in MySQL, and updated the PHP-driven Intranet site I built earlier this semester.
Thursday was a pretty cool day for me too. I didn't have a lot of stuff looming over me,
so I spent some time toward the end of the day playing with Google Maps. I managed to
turn the main table I put together into a KML file, upload it and get Google Maps to
display points for the 2,300 facilities we're looking at. Right now, if you click on a point,
it'll only display the amount of money it has been fined in the past five years, but I did
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some figuring on how to display ever field we're interested in.
I was a little under the weather Friday, so I didn't get any research done Friday
after our seminars, as I'd hoped. Next week.
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Week 8 — March 17

Hello all,
I got a good bit done last week. Our EPA data was updated finally, so I was able
to redo most of my earlier queries to produce usable updated data for the reporting of the
project. I was able to accomplish this pretty quickly because I had taken considerable
notes the first time around, basically producing a handbook to the data, despite the fact
that the datasets were not completely the same structurewise. I'll spend a good bit of this
week pulling additional information from different tables to enhance the monetary data I
have so far compiled. That new data will include facility proximity to impaired streams,
watershed information, lat/long (though I took care of most of that a couple weeks ago),
number of Combined Sewer Outflows (if there are any), the name of the body of water
any outflows release into, flow numbers, etc.
Also, last week I compiled Senate votes for a database.
I also completed another interview for my research on Friday. Hopefully I'll finish
up interviews this week and get cracking on that write-up.
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Week 9 — March 24

Good morning.
I got a lot accomplished last week. I finished building a table out of the data
updates, and solved the inevitable problems associated with the new data. There were
some discrepancies between what was shown on the EPA Web site and what was
contained in the data, and those problems are mostly solved now. I'm still trying to figure
out how to indicate whether the total amount of money associated with each facility was
a penalty directly on the facility, or a parent utility board, in which case the penalty or
settlement is spread out over several facilities. I'm also figuring out what to do with the
1,500 or so facilities that had no enforcement actions in the past five years. I spent some
time last week, and will continue this week, figuring out what additional tables and fields
will be needed for the Web user interface. It's narrowed down a good bit, but I think I'll
be pulling some additional information from the Clean Water Needs Survey that relates
to each facility. There is still a good bit of work to finish this week with the data.
Also, I worked with another reporter last week to help him get started building a
database of library statistics for each state. There are federal statistics, but have not yet
been updated for 2006, so he has obtained most of the information from each state. Now
it's a matter of pulling all that data together into one flat table. He's on vacation until
Thursday, so I won't be working on that much this week, at least until he gets back.
I also helped build a table of motorcycle fatalities for use in a project that should be
released this Wednesday.
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I also got my Senate Press Gallery credentials last week, in case I need them in
the next few weeks as this EPA project winds down.
I had an interview scheduled for Friday, but my source never got back to me
before I had to leave town in the afternoon. I'll get that interview done this week and
begin writing it all up this weekend.
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Week 10 — March 31

Hello all.
Things are really coming to a close soon. Last week I worked on finishing up the
data cleaning for the main table I've put together, and adding fields we wish to include in
the Web utility. I also spent a good deal of time testing the accuracy of my data against
the EPA original data and its ECHO system online. Larry, Robert and I met to go over
the project last week, which went well. A couple questions came up about the project,
which I'll be working on this week. I also built a metadata table for the main table I put
together and three others, which I'll need to update this week as I change a few things. I
also need to combine the table with facilities that have had enforcement actions in the
past five years with the table of those that don't, and add a field indicating which is the
case for each facility. I also need to build another table with case enforcement summaries
so people can pull up information about each case their local facility has been involved
in.
The symposium went well Friday -- I thought Alan Rushbridger from The
Guardian and Vincent Kojo Oppong-Nkrumah from Joy FM were both very interesting.
I did another interview for my research last week. I'll hopefully finish up most of the
writing this week, though I still need to supplement my reporter interviews with an
interview with my boss here at GNS. GNS won the Phillip Meyer Journalism Award a
couple years ago, so he'll fit right in with my sample criteria and I'll be able to add my
own first-hand observations to his interview.
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Week 11 — April 7

Good morning everyone!
Finalized a good bit of data last week. I updated the metadata file as I added a few
fields to my set of tables I had created, and I spent a lot of time testing the validity of the
data and updated as needed. It's gonna be sweet. There are a few records that the amount
of money is unclear because an enforcement action was taken against a utility (which can
own multiple facilities) instead of a single facility. This presents a bit of difficulty since
our data is structured around individual facilities. I responded by creating a new field to
indicate whether the facility was part of a case against a utility, and other fields to contain
the best fine amounts we can figure from contacting the utilities themselves, so we can
accurately aggregate the data. I retained the old money fields so we can still indicate the
quantity of fines associated with each facility, even if the individual facility was not
required to pay them. I'll be working on that more this week.
I sent Robert a database with the five tables so he can begin working on some of
the program for the Web minisite.
I also spent a good amount of time working with another reporter on his state-bystate library data. He has data from each state with library statistics, but the data is not
uniform. The data are in separate Excel spreadsheets, often spread over different sheets in
one file. I helped him come up with a game plan for creating one flat table containing all
the data, and worked with him on doing that last week. I'll likely continue working on
that this week as well.
I made great headway in writing up my professional analysis this weekend and I
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hope to send you all a draft later this week. I think it's looking pretty good. I still need to
interview my boss, which will hopefully happen this week.
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Week 12 — April 14

Hello!
I accomplished quite a bit last week. Finalized a good bit of data analysis and
produced some new tables that aggregate fines and compliance action costs for facilities.
I also spent some time updating my "handbook" to the data, which basically explains how
I did what I did. I'll include that with my project, as well as the metadata I updated last
week for the five main tables I've produced. I also helped another reporter on his library
data again. I'm really not working the data so much as working with him so he'll be able
to continue working on it when I left in two weeks.
I think the main table, which contains facility information and their fines and
compliance action cost is complete as of a few minutes ago. I updated the last two
records for which we had questions. The trick for about 50-60 records was the type of
case -- if the case was against a utility (which means it owns multiple facilities) we had to
figure out how much fine or compliance action cost each facility was individually
responsible for so we would not duplicate any of those costs. The EPA data does not do
that.
I also made tremendous progress on my professional analysis. I interviewed my
boss, Robert Benincasa, last week, and spent the weekend working on my analysis and
journal article. I need to add a couple things to the article this evening and will send that
tonight before I hit the hay.
It's hard to believe the semester is almost over, but I feel great about what I've
accomplished here.
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Week 13 — April 21

Hello!
I spent last week wrapping up sewer data updates this week and ensuring there are
no questions left unanswered, so the data will be ultraclean and usable when I leave
Thursday, which will allow Robert Benincasa to build the Web utility for the project. I'll
finish that this week, and I'm also going to continue helping a reporter on his library data
this week and that will about round out this semester. It's been a busy one -- I've learned a
lot and applied all the skills I learned at Mizzou each day here.
I'm putting the finishing touches on my final project today, and will drop copies
off tomorrow at the Washington Program office. I'm looking forward to defending, and I
will see you all next Wednesday!
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Professional Project Evaluation
From day one I began working with reporter Larry Wheeler on a project to
analyze enforcement data about every active and major sewage treatment facility in the
United States.
The idea was to examine these treatment plants and aggregate how much they
have been fined, their expected cost to come back into compliance with the Clean Water
Act, and the costs of Supplemental Environmental Projects (projects entities agree to
complete under a settlement, that are not related to fixing the initial violation).
The data covers the two types of major sewage systems: Combined Sewer
Systems and Sanitary Sewer Systems. A Combined Sewer System, or CSS, uses the same
pipes to transmit both sewage and stormwater to a treatment plant. These are older
designs, mostly located in the East Coast states and Wisconsin. The EPA is working with
utilities to phase these out, as they can have huge human health and environmental
impacts. In the event of a large rainstorm, the sewer pipes can become overloaded and, in
order not to overload the treatment facility, raw sewage is discharged from Combined
Sewer Outlets into surface waters.
Sanitary Sewer Systems, on the other hand, have separate pipes for sewage and
stormwater. Even so, these sewer systems can discharge raw sewage into surface waters
as well. These Sanity Sewer Overflows, or SSOs, are illegal under the Clean Water Act;
Sanitary Sewer Systems should be designed to accommodate the expected sewage flow
from the area it serves, and not expand its coverage area without upgrading its facilities.
SSOs are most often caused by inflow, stormwater entering the system from the surface,
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or infiltration, when stormwater enters the system underground through cracks in the
pipes.
I ultimately created five tables that incorporate and aggregate information from
databases available from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, including the Permit
Compliance System; Integrated Compliance Information System - National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System; Integrated Compliance Information System – Federal
Enforcement & Compliance; the Clean Watersheds Needs Survey; an EPA database of
geographic data; and a spreadsheet created for Gannett News Service by the EPA
representing its complete accounting of all active and major sewage treatment facilities.
The first three of these databases are the main permitting and enforcement
databases under the Clean Water Act. PCS is an older system that covers only a few
states, and is structured very differently than ICIS-NPDES, which covers the remaining
states. ICIS-FE&C covers all facilities that have been involved in EPA enforcement
cases, so it took a great deal of time getting these three databases to talk to one another at
all, and even more time to make sure that data from the databases did not duplicate each
other. There was also an incredible amount of dirty data and complicated data recording
that was not universal across the three databases, so a large part of my analysis was spent
checking the integrity of EPA’s records. Because of this likelihood for duplication,
working with the data required me to structure my results in a way that could be
aggregated for analysis.
Additionally, there was the issue of unique identifiers. One database uses a
Facility Registration System for identification of facilities, another uses both this FRS
number and a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permit number (NPDES)
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as unique identifiers, and the third uses both a case number and an FRS number. Because
we wanted to deal with the data on a facility-by-facility basis, the case number could only
be used for pulling case-specific information. A facility can have multiple NPDES
permits, so that does not serve as the best unique identifier outside of the PCS system, so
I chose the FRS number as the unique ID for each facility. This then presented another
problem. Because NPDES numbers are used as the unique identifier under one database,
I needed to retain them to aggregate data linked to those numbers, but two numbers could
belong to the same facility, so linking them to FRS numbers created duplication
problems. I solved these with a series of nested IF statements, which I have since used to
solve other problems with this data.
I encountered numerous other data problems which I ultimately solved to produce
clean, facility based table “muggle.” Muggle represents every active, major, publicly
owned treatment works in the United States. The fields in Muggle are either culled from
the numerous databases I’ve mentioned above, which together account for about 50
different tables, or are fields I calculated or created as indicators of certain characteristics.
Muggle previously had additional fields used to calculate monetary sums or indicate
primary records (secondary records, or those with multiple NPDES numbers, were
stripped out for the final table).
The other four tables that I compiled contain case-level information about each
facility, and are linked to the main table by the FRS number. These are mostly culled
from the three Clean Water Act EPA databases, but also contain some fields I created for
ease of use.
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I created a metadata file for these five tables, as well as a rough “handbook” for
this type of data harvesting and analysis.
I discovered that about a third of the 4,250 active, major, publicly owned
treatment works have had an enforcement action against them in the past five years;
nearly 500 have been fined for violations of the Clean Water Act. These enforcement
actions against facilities total about $35 million in fines, $15.7 billion to comply with the
Clean Water Act and about $40 million for Supplemental Environmental Projects. I also
compiled state-by-state, case-by-case, and other specific bits of data to aid Wheeler’s
reporting for this package.
This project is one of three to four investigations Gannett News Service does each
year, that take about two to three months each. Consequently, I feel that my time here has
been incredibly well spent on a huge project that required me to learn something new
every day.
In addition to the sewers project, I have also worked with other reporters on their
data — one on a short-term project to pull specific records from a database of Katrina
contracts and with another to help him begin compiling a database of state library data.
The library data has been another good “dirty data” project. Just as I began
wrapping up the sewer data, a reporter asked for my assistance standardizing data he had
obtained from each state containing library statistics. I helped him formulate a game plan
to identify the fields he needed for his analysis and begin compiling those into one flat
table for comparison of 2002 data (obtained from the federal government) with 2006
data. While the federal government does compile these statistics from states, the 2006
data will not be out for quite a while, so he is compiling the same data in an easy to use
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format. Once he identified the fields he wanted, it was a matter of importing each table
into Access and updating his master table. It’s hard than it sounds —no two tables were
alike in structure or formatting; some did not have unique IDs and others had data spread
out across multiple sheets. Many tables required conversion to a comma-delimited format
in order to strip out funky Excel formats and be able to specify field formats.
I also helped Mr. Benincasa with a few items on a motorcycle safety project
running some formulas for state-by-state analysis.
I updated a database of contacts for each of the Gannett properties and developed
a Web interface for internal use at GNS using PHP/MySQL coding. This not only will
serve me down the road, as I continue to develop my Web production skills, but it gave
me the immediate expertise to be able to design the sewer tables in a way that can be
easily adapted for Web programming.
These projects kept me incredibly busy throughout the semester, with very little
downtime. The few breaks I did have I spent mostly on the EPA Web site, familiarizing
myself with other environmental issues and toying with other databases for future project
ideas.
This semester has been everything I had hoped. I was given an important, indepth project in which I was able to immerse myself and re-emerge with the kinds of
problem-solving skills needed to tackle large investigative projects that rely so heavily on
data. I’m proud of my work here and am looking forward to its publication in early May.
I hope future Washington Program students look to Gannett News Service if they desire
an intense and professional learning experience in computer-assisted reporting.
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Metadata for five tables I created from databases available from the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, including PCS, ICIS-NPDES, ICIS FE&C,
CWNS and GEODATA.
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This is a sample of the MUGGLE table, which continues on to the following page.
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At left is a sample of the
ENACS table; below is
HLRNC and the bottom
is ENFCOAC.
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A sample from the ENFOSUM table.
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Handbook for preparing ICIS FE&E, ICIS-NPDES and PCS for analysis:
Updated 4/8/08
Alter the KEY: (this is not as necessary with the new data and the EPA’s POTWs table
they sent us, because it has pretty thorough NPDES numbers)
-Kill all columns but FRS and NPDES.
-Save as “KEY2”
PCS likes to cooperate:
-filter by State(not GU, VI, PR), Active and Major, and SIC 4952. (pcscritb4key)
-Join to Key2.
-Join to PCS005, narrowing by Date.
-Call this table “pcstokey” (pcscrit key)
-Find those that did not match the key, save for later. (pcs crit not inkey)
ICP:
– find whatever records are in ICP that are not also in ICIS. Save these.
If the key is insufficient, use ICP later to get a NPDES number for records not in
POTWs.
Getting ICIS to cooperate:
1)

2)
3)

Find and fix the records that are should have a 4952 SIC code, but don’t:
a. Select the specific fields from ICIS06 into new table ICIS062, joining by
FRS numbers in icis06 and in the “pcstokey” table
b. Delete the records that have an SIC number of 4952. Keep the rest and
make them all 4952.
c. Append those altered records to a copy of ICIS06
Narrow by 4952 and by state (not like (not GU, VI or PR) or ( is like Null))
Join to KEY2. (or in this second time around, use the POTWs that EPA gave
us to determine if it is a major facility. What otherwise meets our criteria, but
is lost when matched with POTWs should be looked up in ECHO to
determine if it merely has a expired permit and is otherwise active. Keep
these. From ECHO: “If the CWA permit is past its expiration date, this normally means that the
permitting authority has not yet issued a new permit. In these situations, the expired permit is normally
administratively extended and kept in effect until the new permit is issued.”)

4)

5)
6)

Join to ICIS11, and narrow by both case number date and date settled (include
null dates), to include old cases that have been settled in the past 5 years. Join
also with ICI08, filtering out by milestone date and excluding “Enforcement
action data entered.” (This may still capture some we’re not interested in —
we’ll filter them out later with a back-up check through ECHO.)
Make a table of that. Call it “iciscases”
Join to ICIS05, but only include one extra field, the one that has the Law in it.
Include only those with “CWA” in the field.
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—We want to link FRS and NPDES and aggregate all monies associated with a certain
facility. With the data being so dirty, we must first isolate ICIS and PCS from each other
and get their totals.
-Two steps: ICIS we select out ici_fcltuin and the five fields we’re interested in:
enfocnu, enfcfpa, enfcslp, enfctsa and enfccaa, and then sum the federal and state
money fields for each FRS number.
-Do the same for PCS: PCSNPDES and apam and appa. (See NOTE below under
“To Find These Total Sums”)
Joining them to get all the PCS money into ICIS causes a problem, because many FRS
numbers are associated with multiple NPDES numbers, and because our key and our
other linked tables has multiple entries, we’ll get FRS numbers linked to only one
NPDES number most of the time, and but sometimes FRS numbers will be linked to two
or more NPDES numbers.
Solution:
-In ICISmoney, add NPDES numbers from PCS, NPDES and key.
-Find duplicates, with a count (FRS). — will indicate how many times a record
appears.
- SELECT ici_fcltuin, count(ici_fcltuin) AS countFRS
FROM joiningnewicisnewpcs
GROUP BY ici_fcltuin
ORDER BY 1;
Then in your table, make a new column, update the results of this query
into that CountFRS column. Or, join countFRS query to ICIS Money, only
include count(frs) field
-Take table to Excel.
-Make new column to indicate if the record is unique or the first FRS in a set of
duplicates. DUPS must be grouped together for this to work.
=IF(C2=C3,IF(H3>1,IF(C1<>C2,1,H2),H2),H2)
-Where dupindicater is not 1, turn to zeros all FRS money fields with update
query.
-Find unmatched ICIS records.
-Append.
OR
-do momoney left join pcsmoney, returns all of momoney plus npdes numbers if
they match, blanks if there is no match.
-Add PCS money fields to momoney
-Find unmatched PCS records.
-Match NPDES numbers with FRS numbers by joining ‘pcs crit key’ to npdes
numbers in ‘momoney’ (Don’t forget to Group BY)
-Append.
{{Get all ICIS and PCS records that meet our criteria but do not match key. Put them in
table “momoney.”
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-join icis063 with icis11, narrowing by criteria.
-Join that query to ICIS05, filtering out all that are not CWA
-Match to Key.
-Find those that do not match.
-for this query, run through ICIS sums and ICIS total sums, just like you did
earlier with the ones that did match the key. Do a CountFRS and ID here.
Put in a new table with structure like momoney, add field to indicate “inkey”
-append those records to “momoney”
-for records with no FRS number, but have a case number:
-look up on ECHO, find FRS and NPDES.
-update in icis063, update in “momoney” with field indicating
“handmatch”
-Grab the records from pcsmoney that did not match the key.
-Put them in a new table with structure like momoney, add field to indicate
“inkey”
-append those records to “momoney”}
Did not need to do this with the updated data.}
So now momoney should include FRS numbers with all NPDES numbers, and individual
sums of ICIS totals (showing only in the first instance of a record) and individual PCS
totals.
TO FIND THESE TOTAL SUMS:
-Add six columns to “momoney” in Excel.
-sort by FRS number then ID, both ascending.
NOTE: We need to check and make sure sums in APPA or APAM are not exactly the
same as in enfcfpa. Pull out all records where this is the case and look up in ECHO to see
what you should do. The first three new fields will be indicators for the other money
fields. If you put an X in the field, the formula will know not to add it.
-In the next new column, sum PCS records for each NPDES number
=IF(C2=D2,D2,C2+D2)
-compares to see if they’re the same. If they are, we don’t want to add them
together, if they are different, we do.
**Second time around, with “X” in field to indicate not to add it:
=IF(I2=J2,I2,IF(N2="x",J2,IF(O2="x",I2,I2+J2)))
-In the fifth column, we want to add up all the SUMS for each NPDES number, and put
them in this column, for only the first instance of a unique FRS number. The other
instances should have a zero. We want this to happen so we can just add up across the
row to get a total. Our ICIS totals are already in only the first instance of a record.
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=IF(L2=1,IF(F2=F3,IF(F2<>F4,M2+M3,M2+M3+M4),M2),IF(L2>1,0,M2))
**Second time, checking four FRS fields for matches instead of just three.
=IF(A2=1,IF(C2=C3,IF(C2<>C4,P2+P3,IF(C2<>C5,P2+P3+P4,P2+P3+P4+P5)),
P2),IF(L2>1,0,P2))
Now all we have to do is add up our two ICIS columns with the last column we just
made, but we need to make sure not to add fields that are marked with an X.
=IF(L2<>"x",IF(M2<>"x",E2+F2+Q2,E2+Q2),IF(M2="x",Q2,F2+Q2))
-Update the address fields off of GEODATA and POTWS. This will take care of most of
the addresses and names. Then update by NPDES number.
-Still may be some not filled in, so update fields based on NPDES number, where the
address isn’t already filled in:
UPDATE madmoney, pcs_crit_b4key
SET madmoney.name = pcs_crit_b4key.[nam1+nam2],
madmoney.city = pcs_crit_b4key.cynm,
madmoney.state = pcs_crit_b4key.state
WHERE madmoney.npdes=pcs_crit_b4key.pcs001_npdes And (madmoney.name
Is Null And madmoney.city Is Null And madmoney.state Is Null);
Update Mugglemoney with lat/long on the FRS field from PCS, ICP, EPA_GEODATA
or CWNS.
Also from GEODATA, grab fac_url.
Update Mugglemoney with FIPS codes
Check TotalSums against ECHO for discrepancies.
Clean Watershed Needs Survey:
Where POTWS cannot help us, update Mugglemoney from CWNS to include:
—State and county fips codes (combine later; use these codes to fill in the missing county
fields)
—Authority name
—existing flow and present design max capacity flow
—CSOs
—303a
—watersheds and receiving waters
—state and federal needs (create a field indicating the sum of these two fields)
Cleaning Muggle:
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—In the name field, change format of “Charleston, City of” to City of Charleston.” Same
with towns, and generally go through and clean this field pretty good. Change to all the
same case, delete duplicate naming and extra spaces.
—Delete all records without a 1 in the key field once you’re confident you won’t need
those other NPDES records.
—Delete all the fields that aren’t necessary any more, which includes all the fields that
fed into TotalSum, and delete appa and apam.
Almost last step:
Run every record with Money fields through ECHO to determine if they were part of
cases that were against a utility with more than facility. Indicate this in the “util” field
and create three fields (bestsep, bestca, bestsum) that will show how much the facility
was on the hook for. Do this by in-depth ECHO searches by case number, press releases,
and contacting the facility directly.
Last step:
Run each and every record through ECHO to make sure that our records indicate whether
or not the facility had an enforcement action in the past five years. Fix those that do not.
Additional tables:
HLRNC
Join on NPDES pcs03 with Muggle.frs, pulling out hqrtr and hlrnc, where records have a
2003 or greater date in the HQRTR field and either an ‘S’ or ‘E’ or ‘X’ in the HLRNC
field. Make a separate table.
ENACS
Use the NPDES numbers from the final Muggle draft and join with pcs07, filtering by
our date criteria on endt. To get the ENAC_Description, you must first join the old
version of this table with the new version, because only the old has the description. Make
a separate table when done.
ENFCOAC
Join ici06.fcltuin with ici10 to get the FRS numbers in ici10, sorting by our date criteria.
Join this query then to muggle on the FRS number.
Make this a separate searchable table.
ENFOSUM
Get all records with a CWA lawsesc from ICI05.
Join this to ici06 to get the frs number.
Then join this to ici08 to filter out by milestone date and type. Exclude “"Enforcement
Action Data Entered".
Join this to muggle to sort out only those that have had enforcement actions in the past
five years.
Join this to ic04 to get the enforcement summary.
Take this table to Excel, add three fields.
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Because we want to find the last line of a multiple-line enforcement summary, we need to
find the last line to know when to stop adding lines. The first field will do this with this:
=IF(C3=1,1,2). That will put a 2 in every field that is not the last enfoln. However, we
don’t want to include the last line, because it’s only code. We want to pull the record on
the second to last line, which will hold the whole enforcement summary excluding the
code. So in the second new field, do this: =IF(E2=1,2,IF(E3=1,1,2)).
The third new field contains the text of the enforcement summary. It compiles all the
enfosum lines with this : =IF(C2=1,D2,G1&" "&D2)
Keep in mind that it only does this when the table is sorted by enfocnu, then frs, then
enfoln all ascending, and we need to add a “1” in the enfoln field following the last
record in the table, or the last formula above will not work. (Delete this record when you
get the table back into Access.)

A list of some of the queries used for the sewers project.
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Sample SQL from the sewers project:
SELECT icicrit06_10.[ici06.enfocnu], icicrit06_10.fcltuin, icicrit06_10.enfcsld,
icicrit06_10.enfcsed, icicrit06_10.enfcfpa, icicrit06_10.enfcslp, icicrit06_10.enfctsa,
icicrit06_10.enfccaa, ici05.lawsesc
FROM icicrit06_10, ici05
WHERE (icicrit06_10.[ici06.enfocnu]=ici05.enfocnu) And ici05.lawsesc="CWA"
GROUP BY icicrit06_10.[ici06.enfocnu], icicrit06_10.fcltuin, icicrit06_10.enfcsld,
icicrit06_10.enfcsed, icicrit06_10.enfcfpa, icicrit06_10.enfcslp, icicrit06_10.enfctsa,
icicrit06_10.enfccaa, ici05.lawsesc;
SELECT money.*, potws.[major /minor]
FROM [money], potws
WHERE money.npdes = potws.npdes
ORDER BY money.frs;
SELECT frs, count(frs) AS countfrs
FROM moneymajorpcs
GROUP BY frs
ORDER BY 2 DESC;
SELECT *
FROM icp01, icp02
WHERE icp01.perexno=icp02.perexno And ((icp01.fclstcd<>"GU" And
icp01.fclstcd<>"VI" And icp01.fclstcd<>"PR") Or (icp01.fclstcd Is Null)) And
(icp02.sic="4952" Or icp02.naics="221320") And icp01.permmsf="M";
SELECT frs, [pcs01.npdes], Sum(nz([apam],0)) AS sum_apam, Sum(nz([appa],0)) AS
sum_appa
FROM pcscritkeymonies
GROUP BY frs, [pcs01.npdes]
ORDER BY 1 DESC;
SELECT fcltuin, sum(nz([enfcfpa],0)) AS fed, sum(nz([enfcslp],0)) AS state,
sum(nz([enfctsa],0)) AS SEP, sum(nz([enfccaa],0)) AS CA
FROM icicritlawdated
GROUP BY fcltuin;
SELECT [icicritsums with npdes].*, pcscritkeysums.sum_apam,
pcscritkeysums.sum_appa
FROM [icicritsums with npdes] LEFT JOIN pcscritkeysums ON ([icicritsums with
npdes].npdes=pcscritkeysums.[pcs01.npdes]) AND ([icicritsums with
npdes].fcltuin=pcscritkeysums.frs);
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SELECT pcscritkeySUMS.frs, pcscritkeySUMS.pcs01.npdes,
pcscritkeySUMS.sum_apam, pcscritkeySUMS.sum_appa
FROM pcscritkeySUMS LEFT JOIN somemoney ON pcscritkeySUMS.pcs01.npdes =
somemoney.npdes
WHERE (((somemoney.npdes) Is Null));
UPDATE moneycountid SET appa = 0
WHERE appa is null;
SELECT badmoney.*, countfrs.countfrs
FROM badmoney, countfrs
WHERE badmoney.frs=countfrs.frs
ORDER BY badmoney.frs;
UPDATE doughycount SET sep = 0, CA = 0, fed = 0, state = 0
WHERE id>1;
SELECT somemoney.fcltuin, somemoney.fed, somemoney.state, somemoney.sep,
somemoney.ca, [missingpcs sums].npdes, [missingpcs sums].sum_apam, [missingpcs
sums].sum_appa
FROM somemoney, [missingpcs sums]
WHERE somemoney.fcltuin=[missingpcs sums].frs
ORDER BY somemoney.fcltuin;
SELECT *
FROM ici06, ici10
WHERE ici06.enfocnu=ici10.enfocnu And (ici06.fclasic Like "*4952*" Or ici06.fanaics
Like "*221320*") And ((ici06.fcltstc<>"PR" And ici06.fcltstc<>"VI" And
ici06.fcltstc<>"GU") or (ici06.fcltstc is null)) And ((ici06.enfocnu Like "???2003?????"
Or ici06.enfocnu Like "???2004?????" Or ici06.enfocnu Like "???2005?????" Or
ici06.enfocnu Like "???2006?????" Or ici06.enfocnu Like "???2007?????" Or
ici06.enfocnu Like "???2008?????") Or (ici10.enfcsld Like "*2003" Or ici10.enfcsld Like
"*2004" Or ici10.enfcsld Like "*2005" Or ici10.enfcsld Like "*2006" Or ici10.enfcsld
Like "*2007" Or ici10.enfcsld Like "*2008" Or ici10.enfcsed Like "*2003" Or
ici10.enfcsed Like "*2004" Or ici10.enfcsed Like "*2005" Or ici10.enfcsed Like "*2006"
Or ici10.enfcsed Like "*2007" Or ici10.enfcsed Like "*2008") Or (ici10.enfcsed Is Null
And ici10.enfcsld Is Null))
ORDER BY ici06.fcltuin;
UPDATE mugglemoney, mugglegeoPCS SET mugglemoney.lat = mugglegeopcs.flat,
mugglemoney.[long] = mugglegeopcs.flon, mugglemoney.county = mugglegeopcs.cnty
WHERE mugglemoney.npdes=mugglegeopcs.npdes;
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SELECT *
FROM pcsbase, pcs07
WHERE pcsbase.npdes=pcs07.npdes And (pcs07.endt Like "*2003" Or pcs07.endt Like
"*2004" Or pcs07.endt Like "*2005" Or pcs07.endt Like "*2006" Or pcs07.endt Like
"*2007" Or pcs07.endt Like "*2008") And ((pcs01.state Not Like "GU" And pcs01.state
Not Like "VI" And pcs01.state Not Like "PR") Or pcs01.state Is Null)
ORDER BY pcsbase.npdes;
SELECT enf, exceeding, count(exceeding) AS [count]
FROM mugglestats
WHERE exceeding = "y" or exceeding = "e"
GROUP BY enf, exceeding
ORDER BY 3 DESC;
SELECT pcs07.npdes, pcs07.enac, pcs07.eatp, pcs07.endt, pcs07.apam, pcs07.appa,
enackey.enac_desc
FROM pcs07 LEFT JOIN enackey ON pcs07.enac = enackey.enac;
SELECT baddataicibase10.frs, baddataicibase10.enfocnu, baddataicibase10.enfcfpa,
baddataicibase10.enfcslp, baddataicibase10.enfctsa, baddataicibase10.enfccaa,
ici08.subacad, ici08.subacty_text
FROM baddataicibase10, ici08
WHERE baddataicibase10.enfocnu=ici08.enfocnu And (ici08.subacad Like "*2003" Or
ici08.subacad Like "*2004" Or ici08.subacad Like "*2005" Or ici08.subacad Like
"*2006" Or ici08.subacad Like "*2007" Or ici08.subacad Like "*2008") And
(ici08.subacty_text Not Like "Enforcement Action Data Entered")
GROUP BY baddataicibase10.frs, baddataicibase10.enfocnu, baddataicibase10.enfcfpa,
baddataicibase10.enfcslp, baddataicibase10.enfctsa, baddataicibase10.enfccaa,
ici08.subacad, ici08.subacty_text
ORDER BY baddataicibase10.enfcslp;
UPDATE mugglemoney, potws SET mugglemoney.name = potws.name,
mugglemoney.street = potws.street, mugglemoney.city = potws.city,
mugglemoney.statecode = potws.state, mugglemoney.zip = potws.zip,
mugglemoney.csos = potws.cso, mugglemoney.303a = potws.[303],
mugglemoney.shedcode = potws.shedcode, mugglemoney.watershed = potws.watershed,
mugglemoney.waters = potws.water
WHERE mugglemoney.frs=potws.frs;
SELECT getenfosum.[ici06.enfocnu] AS enfocnu, getenfosum.fcltuin AS frs,
ici04.enfosum, ici04.enfoln
FROM getenfosum, ici04
WHERE getenfosum.[ici06.enfocnu]=ici04.enfocnu
GROUP BY getenfosum.[ici06.enfocnu], getenfosum.fcltuin, ici04.enfosum, ici04.enfoln
ORDER BY getenfosum.[ici06.enfocnu];

A list of some of the tables used for the sewers project.
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A sample of two tables in the CWNS database.
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Screenshots of the searchable Gannett contacts utility I designed for the company Intranet. Screenshots continue onto
the next page.
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A sample of Katrina contracts.
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Katrina contracts for trailers and mobile homes.
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A sample of percent calculation for the motorcycles project.
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Professional Analysis

Literature Review
Computer-assisted reporting involves using computers to pinpoint and expose problems
that were otherwise unclear or hidden. It is used as a tool to further inform computer
assisted reporting with databases analysis, geographic information and mathematics.
Computer-assisted reporting often relies on government-produced, tax-payer funded data,
and has the capability of adding tremendous depth to journalism.
The power of computers first hit the newsrooms in 1952 when an old-school
mainframe computer was used in the presidential election.
As Steve Doig, a Knight Chair professor at Arizona State University and a former
Miami Herald research editor, says about precision journalism – a term coined by Philip
Meyer – computer-assisted reporting turns “anecdotal evident into statistical evidence.
Instead of saying, ‘We found a home that’s all beat up,’ and then talking about it, which
is the approach you always had to use before, now we can say, ‘Here’s the horrible case
of a drunk driver and there are 172 cases like it.’ You couldn’t do that kind of thing
before.” (Garrison, 1997)
Common stories that employ computer-assisted reporting involve analyzing
school testing scores, vehicle registration, traffic ticket and crime statistics, campaign
contributions and public employee salaries. (Garrison, 1997)
That was 10 years ago, when computer-assisted reporting was just becoming more
prevalent in news-making routines.
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Reporters have taken federal Home Mortgage Disclosure Act data and mapped it
out according to census tract, to see where sub-prime lending foreclosures are happening.
Reporters tell local residents which of their bridges are in danger of collapsing.
Computer-assisted reporting exposes waste in distribution of Federal Emergency
Management Agency funds after hurricanes, and it shows how many sex offenders live
within 1,000 feet of schools. And it shows how many felons (who are not permitted to
have firearms) have hunting permits.
Computer-assisted reporting every day is becoming even more widespread, and
even expected, but there are challenges for investigative reporters using computerassisted techniques. This type of reporting takes time and resources, both to train
journalists and execute projects.
Brant Houston, then-executive director of Investigative Reporters & Editors,
states this conflict bluntly, and in no uncertain terms: “When it comes to quality public
service journalism or profits at a corporation, profits come first.” It’s something “some
newsroom managers hate to say these days but what everyone in the newsroom knows.”
(Houston, 2006)
Yet, just a couple months earlier, Houston reported on the most recent round of
newsroom budget cuts, stating that 2006 was thus far the “worse than ever” because it
was not believed funding would be restored for Meyer’s brand of journalism without a
new “business model.” Yet Houston said journalists seem to still be producing good
investigative stories; the same quantity – and of the same quality – of stories were
submitted for consideration for an IRE Award in 2006 as in past years. (Houston, 2006)
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This perception is backed up by data. In his column for The IRE Journal, Houston
reports on a survey conducted at Arizona State University which found that IRE members
“think newspapers care about investigative stories but ‘frequently don’t back that up with
resources that reporters say they need to do in-depth work.’” (Houston, 2006)
The survey questioned journalists at the 100 largest newspapers, who all
responded that they “are seeing resources diminish for investigative reporting as
corporations slash budgets to maintain or increase profits … reporters and editors agree
that the desire to do investigative journalism is there, but that money for staff and training
often isn’t.” (Houston, 2006)
Houston illuminates two problems here. In addition to newsroom staff cuts,
money for training is disappearing, or, in many cases already gone or never existed in the
first place. In fact, the 2006 conference of the American Society of Newspaper Editors, at
which watchdog journalism was the theme, newsroom budget cuts prevented many
editors from attending. (Houston, 2006)
Meyer considers this a big problem. In 2001, Meyer, often considered the father
of precision journalism, lamented the lack of widespread use of computer-assisted
reporting: “It’s become a specialty where one person in the newsroom does all the heavyduty computing. I think journalism deserves better than that. I think we need to raise the
ante on what it means to be a journalist.” (Meyer, 2001)
But computer-assisted journalism is a specialty due to lack of widespread training.
Jane Singer (2004) discusses a longitudinal study of computer usage that reports
that computers were “entrenched as newsgathering resources” by the late 1990s, but
another relevant study addressed the “diffusion of computer-assisted reporting in
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newspaper newsrooms (and) found complexity to be a key factor and emphasized the
importance of peer communication.” (Singer, 2004) Communication in newsrooms is no
doubt a factor in the success rate of computer-assisted journalists, but good computerassisted reporting is complex.
Meyer would take the definition of good investigative journalism and computerassisted journalism beyond just illuminating trends or patterns, and “looking at structural
problems in society that public policy isn’t dealing with effectively.” (Meyer, 2001)
Clearly these are important stories. But do newsroom cuts threaten these types of
stories, and if so, are they worth the cost?
They do a number of things with which our society cannot (or should not wish to)
go without. Serving as an independent monitor of power is one of the nine elements of
journalism, as defined in Bill Kovach and Tom Rosenstiel’s “Elements of Journalism.”
Investigative journalism, and computer-assisted reporting by extension, does this very
thing by exposing phenomenon in society that weren’t readily understood or visible.
Indeed, “the primary purpose of journalism is to provide citizens with the information
they need to be free and self-governing.” (Kovach and Rosenstiel, 2001)
Computer-assisted reporting gives the investigative reporter the tool to give the
citizens this information. Additionally, “investigative journalists … can issue a
compelling call for public moral indignation. Their particular sort of reporting yields
stories that are carefully verified and skillfully narrated accounts of specific injury and
injustice but stories with a meaning that always transcends the facts of the particular case.
… In this way investigative journalists are custodians of public conscience.” (Ettema and
Glasser, 1998).
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But economic interests are constraints on journalists’ ability to do computerassisted reporting, investigative journalism, or quality journalism of any sort. An
assignment editor at KGO-TV in San Francisco had this to say after its budget was cut by
20 percent:

I have to laugh when I hear executives say cutbacks haven’t affected
quality. A producer doesn’t have the time he did in the past to carefully
consider a story. There’s not sufficient planning – not sufficient time to
do stories. Too often people aren’t getting that that when they say “Hey,
I have a great story. I need two days to report it and two days to shoot
it.” (Shoemaker and Reese, 1996)

These two authors conclude that in then-recent years the view that quality
journalism should come before profit is waning in a large way, as Houston illustrates
continues today. “We should ask to what extent these economic ‘constraints,’ as they
become more severe, affect content.” (Shoemaker and Reese, 1996)
Newspapers and other media basically rely on advertising; subscription fees make
up a minimal, but not insignificant, portion of revenues.
“In the rush of daily journalism, most stories cannot be weighed on the basis of
their economic payoff. Many are clearly evaluated for their audience appeal, which
translates into higher circulation and ratings, producing greater advertising revenue.”
(Shoemaker and Reese, 1996)
Yet stories are chosen on their economic cost. While in-depth reporting is
expensive, much news which appeals to audiences isn’t. Take sex, violence and
celebrities, for example.
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Given that computer-assisted reporting is such a vital tool for investigative
reporting and journalism, how to successfully employ these techniques in a environment
of economic conservatism in newsrooms is worth further examination. That is the
purpose of this professional analysis.
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Article
Finding time: Persuading editors to fund a project
By Grant Smith
Disparities in capital punishment sentencing. Fraudulent insurance agents.
Institutionalized cheating on standardized tests for school children. Discriminatory
medical care.
These are all corrupt practices or injustices uncovered by enterprising journalists using
time-consuming computer-assisted reporting techniques.
And it’s these techniques that some fear may be affected by dropping circulation numbers
and plummeting advertising revenue.
Gannett News Service won second place in the Philip Meyer Journalism Award for
computer-assisted reporting in 2006 for its project that rated more than 3,000 hospitals on
the care they give their patients.
The Dallas Morning News won first place in the Philip Meyer award last year for a threeday series that exposed cheating by more than 50,000 students on standardized tests in
Texas schools.
The Atlanta Journal-Constitution revealed how the state of Georgia failed to deliver death
sentences equitably, and won a second place Philip Meyer award last year.
Despite their accolades, these three news outlets all experienced dramatic drops in stock
prices or announced staff cuts in the past few months.
“I have a big concern this is going to be something that gets cut,” says Kansas City Star
reporter David Klepper. “If you gotta squeeze the budget and let people ego, this might
be an area, that you know, bean counters might look at when they’re trying to cut budgets
and I would consider that a real mistake for journalism and the role we play.”
All of these stories took a lot of time, and time equals money. Klepper's concern that
computer-assisted reporting and investigative reporting could get the corporate axe is not
entirely unfounded, as new organizations struggle to adapt to the Internet while their
virtual oligarchy on advertising slips a little further each day.
It's also possible that data-heavy reporting could serve both newspapers' business
interests and the public need for watchdog reporting.
Robert Benincasa, database editor for Gannett News Service, says that newspapers are
generally appreciative of data analysis because of the traffic it drives to their Web sites.
Anecdotally, he says he doesn't believe computer-assisted reporters and Web gurus are
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being cut by upper management because searchable databases seem popular among
readers.
Most Gannett newspapers have a Data Center, with their own locally produced databases
and links to databases created by Gannett News Service that can be searched locally.
The Asbury Park Press, a Gannett-owned newspaper in New Jersey, launched its own
database Web site in late 2006 and saw its Web traffic skyrocket a half a million page
views in under two weeks, according to its executive editor, Skip Hidlay. That's gold to
advertisers.
These award-winning, data-heavy investigations offer myriad lessons for reporters
wishing to follow in their footsteps, especially in light of industry developments.
Klepper, the Kansas City Star’s Topeka correspondent and a state government reporter,
worked with reporters Mike Casey and Mark Morris for six months analyzing insurance
data and reporting on the widespread insurance fraud they uncovered.
“I began hunting around a bit and found that there’s perhaps no greater betrayal of trust
that will touch an individual reader than perhaps an insurance agent taking your money
from premiums and not giving you coverage,” Morris says.
They also learned that some insurance regulators let companies get away with that fraud,
and patients had virtually no recourse.
“You’re telling people about important and significant things that affect them in very real
ways – how government regulations and profit motive really hurt consumers,” Klepper
says. “The data really was just a way of getting at that.”
With the vastness of their data, there’d have been no practical way to do the project if the
reporters were still writing daily stories, Klepper says.
Similarly, at the Dallas Morning News, Josh Benton and Holly Hacker spent months
analyzing scores on standardized tests in more than 50,000 Texas schools to look for
evidence of cheating.
But Benton started by writing a few stories about one specific district.
“It was a really, really bad, corrupt, awful school district in the Dallas suburbs,” Benton
says. “It was just the worst school district in Texas.”
Hacker joined Benton’s quest, and they discovered widespread cheating on standardized
tests, undoubtedly made possible by assistance from educators.
Following those first few stories, the Texas Board of Education shut down the school
district.
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“The first round of cheating stories really made an impact, so when it came to the second
round, (editors) were pretty supportive,” Hacker says. “They were willing to put the
money out for data … and things like that.
All of these award winners work at news organizations with a deep commitment to
investigative projects using computer-assisted reporting.
“Most newspapers have never thrown all the resources at this that they probably should,
which is why you see the same newspapers winning the Pulitzers every year,” Morris
says. “Newspapers that want to do it will continue to do it. They may not cut people loose
for three years to work on projects like they used to … but they’ll find ways to do it.”
Because of that commitment, Morris says, the reporting trio had to do little to convince
its editors to cut them loose to work on the project.
“I think it works well at large papers,” Benincasa says. “Once you get smaller than big
metro papers it gets more difficult.”
Benincasa and reporter Jennifer Brooks spent three months analyzing hospital data from
the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services to look for patterns in the quality of care
available in different demographics and under different ownership structures.
They found that poor areas were underrepresented in rankings that indicate whether or
not hospitals followed recommended treatment guidelines. Patients in more affluent areas
were more likely to receive better care, and some regions of the country ranked better
than others.
Gannett News Service conducts three to four major investigations each year, each taking
two to three months, in addition to 10 to 12 less ambitions projects each year, Benincasa
said.
But Gannett News Service organizational structure lends itself to in-depth investigations
and long-term computer-assisted reporting. It has a six-member projects team that is
rarely responsible for turning over daily copy. Regional reporters do the vast majority of
the daily reporting, freeing up the projects team to dive into data projects. Those projects
can be picked up by any of Gannett’s 85 daily newspapers, and news stations add the
GNS-produced content to their on Web presence.
But before joining GNS, Benincasa worked for the Burlington Free Press as a health care
beat reporter. He produced 30 projects in 36 months, in addition to two or three daily
stories a week.
“It was very difficult – I put in extra time, basically,” Benincasa says. “You couldn’t
work 40 hours a week and do that.”
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Bill Rankin ended up bringing work home every day and every weekend for the Atlanta
Journal-Constitution’s investigation of inequity of capital punishment cases in Georgia.
“I’ve never worked harder on anything,” Rankin says. Rankin, Heather Vogell, Sonji
Jacobs and Megan Clarke discovered that Georgia had not made promised reforms to its
capital punishment sentencing practices, and that being sentenced to death still had quite
a bit to do with demographics. The project took nearly two and half years.
Rankin says he thinks a lot of reporters stumble over getting approval for their projects.
“I think a lot of projects don’t get started because they think they would never get
approved, but you never get to do it if you don’t try,” Rankin says. “You just got to study
up on it and write the best proposal you can and make your best pitch.”
Benincasa recalls a strategy he would have employed with his editors in Burlington, had
he not already secured a green light for a project on state salaries. He found that the
highest-paid state employee was a guy whose job it was to relight gas furnaces for
residents. He was on call 24 hours a day, made money while he slept and consequently,
made more money than the governor.
“Give them something,” Benincasa says. “Do part of the story on your own without
asking permission and give them something juicy and say, ‘I can write a story on this.’
Do part of the analysis already.”
Most journalists will not get the opportunity to work for a metropolitan newspaper or a
news service with resources enough to release reporters on crusades for months at a time.
But the experiences of these award winners are the Rosetta Stone for the rest of us at
smaller news organizations.
Even at Gannett News Service, where large-scale investigations are the lifeblood of its
projects team, reporters still must propose projects and seek approval.
At smaller organizations, it’s just a matter of thoroughly researching your subject and
crafting a proposal to which no editor could say no.
And doing your homework means not just researching your subject, but spending time
looking at the investigative and computer-assisted reporting work journalists have done
in other regions.
“There are a number of papers that have followed in our steps,” Benton says. “If they
were starting from scratch they probably wouldn’t have been able to do it, but they can
say ‘This is what I want to do and the Dallas Morning News already did this and they
won all these awards. Isn’t this great?’”
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Conclusion
It may indeed be as simple as these award winners make it out to be — that
obtaining permission to produce an in-depth, data-heavy report merely takes an incredible
pitch to editors and the willingness to work longer hours in the name of solid watchdog
reporting. These kinds of projects certainly lend themselves to tremendous interactivity
on the Web, a venue in which most newspapers are struggling; even as online advertising
revenue grows few — if any — newspapers’ Web editions could exist as solvent news
organizations without subsidizations from their print products (whose advertising revenue
is certainly plummeting).
And it very well may be that searchable databases coupled with in-depth
investigative reports online could be the magic potion that newspapers seem to be
struggling to find. This would mean that while newspapers continue to slash budgets in
order to show fewer losses, the old axiom that you have to spend money to make money
is not really too far off the mark.
More research is certainly needed. Data on cuts in newsroom positions would
need to be analyzed across the board. Are data and Web production positions being cut?
My inclination, and the inclination of Gannett News Service’s database editor Robert
Benincasa, is that they are not, at least, not at the rate of the rest of the positions in
newsrooms.
Additionally, my analysis includes sources that are award winners from news
organizations with much larger budgets than the vast majority of newspapers in the
United States. What are smaller newspapers doing with data? Is the process the same at
small newspapers, or are reporters there required to juggle much more, in terms of daily
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stories and long-term projects? It would certainly be important to look into the good work
small papers are doing to understand their newsroom routines and obligations to
management regarding turnaround on stories and investigations.
It would also be interesting to analyze the Web traffic such reports generate
versus other types of coverage. This research could take into account budget allocated to
each type of reporting and the advertising revenue generated by these different genres, as
a way to use correlation for its predictive powers. Since, in the grand scheme of things,
interactive databases on news sites is a relatively new phenomenon, a longitudinal study
of one or more newspapers’ usage of such projects and their Web traffic would certainly
be interesting. Perhaps as more databases are offered over time, readers would become
more accustomed to them and usage would grow. A study like this would necessitate an
understanding of each newspaper’s commitment to marketing these database offerings as
well, since they can remain in place on the Web for as long as the data is relevant, unlike
your average daily story.
So many questions, so little time.
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Grant Smith
5021 S. Providence Road
Apt. C
Columbia, MO 65203
Megan Means
IRE Journal
138 Neff Annex
Missouri School of Journalism
Columbia, MO 65211
Dear Ms. Means,
As the newspaper industry struggles to recoup lost advertising revenue, adapt to the
Internet and respond to Wall Street’s demand for increasing profit margins each quarter,
some journalists fear computer-assisted and in-depth reporter — the kind of journalism
that fulfills our roles as watchdogs — may feel the heat.
As newspapers were slow to adapt to the Web, they have been left behind in online
advertising and have been struggling to catch up for some time. While newspapers try
new approaches to offering online content, business managers and online programmers
work to develop some kind of reliable metric for Web traffic.
At the same time, the Web offers tremendous opportunities for interactive content and
data produced by computer-assisted reporters. These products are not inexpensive to
develop, but have been shown to drive Web traffic upwards.
Could investigative and computer-assisted reporting be the golden goose that saves
journalism?
In conjunction with my master’s project at the Missouri School of Journalism I have
written an approximately 1,500-word article that explores these issues. My sources are
winners of the Philip Meyer Journalism Award from the past two years, and the article
draws upon my experience as a computer-assisted reporter for Gannett News Service
during the winter 2008 semester as well.
They offer helpful lessons regarding their experiences that could be translated into
success across the board, from the giant news service to the community newspaper.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Grant Smith
304-319-0083
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Appendix
I. Project Proposal
Professional Skills Component
I will work in Washington, D.C., for Gannett News Service as my professional skills
component. I will be a member of a six-person team engaged in computer-assisted
reporting work.
My duties will include managing and analyzing news databases, and researching
and reporting stories in addition to other newsroom tasks. My immediate supervisor will
be Robert Benincasa, database editor for Gannett News Service, and I will work with the
enterprise/database team, led by Val Ellicot.
The work I do will ultimately be disseminated to the numerous newspapers
Gannett owns to be either used as is or localized for their respective audiences.
In my conversations with Mr. Benincasa and Mr. Ellicot, they explained the work
Gannett also does transferring databases to the Web, for ease of use by the public. This
will be something new and exciting for me, as I have no experience in this area.
In light of the fact Gannett News Service has never hosted a graduate student
from the Missouri School of Journalism during his professional project, I have explained
the goals of this project to Mr. Benincasa and Mr. Ellicot, and both are aware of the focus
of my professional analysis. I am tremendously excited to be the lead the charge for
future Missouri journalism school graduate students, so to speak.
I will work Monday through Thursday January 28 through April 24, 2008, and
attend Washington Program courses and seminars and work on my professional analysis
on Fridays. As my professional component is only 13 weeks, and the minimum work
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requirement is 30 hours a week for 14 weeks (420 hours) I will work at least an average
of 33.3 hours a week for those 13 weeks to meet this requirement – though I doubt I’ll
have trouble finding work enough to keep me busy.

Professional Analysis Component
As I will be in Washington next semester working on a project centered on computerassisted reporting, my professional analysis questions ask how computer-assisted
reporting fits into reporters’ news-making routines, how best practices in computerassisted reporting jibe with management priorities, and how computer-assisted reporting
fits into the broader scheme of watchdog roles for journalists.
More specifically, how do computer-assisted reporters juggle their responsibilities
to produce in-depth investigative reporting with their responsibilities to management?
These responsibilities to management may include, but are not limited to, consistent
production of computer-assisted journalism that meets budgetary expectations and
expectations of a quick turnaround.
My method for compiling information for analysis will be first-hand observation
and interviews. My first-hand observation will obviously come from my experience
working in Washington at Gannett News Service next semester. Gannett News Service is
an excellent choice because it won second place for IRE’s Phillip Meyer Award last year.
I will survey a group of journalists who have experience in computer-assisted
reporting. I have not yet selected my sample, but I will choose journalists who have been
successful, and judged by their peers as so, at answering my over-arching question to
achieve their career goals. My sample will not be representative of the industry as a
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whole. As I am not trying to survey the industry on computer-assisted reporting practices,
I will choose these successful journalists because I can then take the lessons they’ve
learned and share them with the broader audience of journalists and newsroom managers.
I will choose about 15 journalists who have won IRE Awards for computer-assisted
reporting in the past five years. I hope to ultimately end up with six to eight journalists
willing to participate. This methodology is based on the idea that if you want to learn best
practices on a given topic, talk to those who are recognized as being the best.

Theoretical Framework
Of course, this analysis is also grounded in theory and – quite a few, actually, but I’ve
chosen to focus on just two or three.
The first theory I will lean on is one that aims to explain journalists’ watchdog
role as a morally engaged voice (Ettema and Glasser, 1998). The two authors explain this
important role and the function it plays in democracy in such a way it’s best to quote it
directly:

Their stories call attention to the breakdown of social systems and the disorder
within public institutions that cause injury and injustice; in turn, their stories
implicitly demand the response of public officials – and the public itself – to that
breakdown and disorder. Thus the work of these reporters calls us, as a society,
to decide what is, and what is not, an outrage to our sense of moral order and to
consider our expectations for our officials, our institutions, and ultimately
ourselves. In this way investigative journalists are custodians of public
conscience. (Ettema and Glasser, 1998)
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Clearly, then, investigative journalism is a priority, and by extension so is the
investigative tool of computer-assisted reporting.
Economic viability is also a priority, more immediately so perhaps for managers,
but they’re the ones who cut the checks, so they must be satisfied.
These two competing priorities can be explained by the public interest model and
the market model – the two models on either end of the spectrum.
The public interest model seems to suggest that “so long as revenues are sufficient
to ensure organizational survival, professional and social objectives take precedence over
profits.” (Shoemaker and Reese, 1996)
But the public interest model seems to be a rare dinosaur, and research suggests
the profit-driven model is the driving force behind journalism today.
In fact, “from all accounts the profit motive has become more important …
rendering economic constraints into dictates and weakening the insulation of the news
department from the larger firm.” (Shoemaker and Reese, 1996)
In addition, diffusion of innovations theory suggests “four key elements of social
change.” (Singer, 2004) As computer-assisted reporting has only really become
commonplace since the 1990s, this is especially relevant when coming to terms with
expensive reporting tactics in a profit-driven world. These elements are the idea itself; the
channel through which the idea is communicated; time it takes to become aware of the
idea and then adopt the idea; and the social system in which the idea exists (Singer,
2004).
The social system is especially relevant here, as it is represented by the newsroom
(or the entire organization) for the purposes of this analysis. How much time and
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resources to commit to an innovation – such as computer-assisted reporting – “can be
made by an individual acting independently, by a collective of individuals seeking
consensus or by an authority figure mandating adoption within the system as a whole.”
(Singer, 2004) I’m interested in the relationship between the journalists employing the
idea and the support they receive from their employers who must pay for it.
Singer also discusses a longitudinal study of computer usage that explains how
computers were “entrenched as newsgathering resources” by the late 1990s. She
mentions another relevant study that addressed the “diffusion of computer-assisted
reporting in newspaper newsrooms (and) found complexity to be a key factor and
emphasized the importance of peer communication.” (Singer, 2004) Communication in
newsrooms will no doubt be an important factor in the success rate of computer-assisted
journalists.
These theories all tie together when trying to answer that one basic question about
how successful computer-assisted journalists maximize quality journalism production
while satisfying their employers’ priorities for the bottom line.
Much investigative journalism falls within this paradigm of cost-benefit analysis.
This project will bridge the gap between these two seemingly disparate priorities.

Methodology
Interviewing is a tried and true method for determining best practices. For example, in
answering the question “What are the best CAR practices needed for journalists to be
successful in their careers,” Le Nghiem Thi Xuan conducted in-depth interviews with
“young journalists who are considered successful in their jobs.” This master’s student
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ended up choosing students who had won IRE awards (Le, 2007). While our analysis
focuses are different, (CAR skills vs. competing priorities) the methodology is similar.
Thomas Lindlof outlines the seven basic objectives of interviewing:

Learning about things that cannot be observed directly by other means;
understanding a social actor’s perspective; inferring the communicative
properties and processes of interpersonal relationships; verifying, validating, or
commenting on data obtained from other sources; testing hypotheses the
researcher has developed; eliciting the distinctive language – vocabularies,
idioms, jargon, forms of speech – used by social actors in their natural settings;
and achieving efficiency in collecting data. (Lindlof, 2005)

There are various things to keep in mind during in-depth interviews.
Ethnographic interviews are “the most informal, conversational, and spontaneous
form of interview.” (Lindlof, 2005) These are often related to the experience of
the interviewee, in which new things constantly come to light for the interviewer.
Consequently, the interviewer “must be able to identify quickly something of
interest in what is said or done and develop a line of questioning on the spot.”
(Lindlof, 2005)
In a respondent interviewer, the researcher asks a series of similar
questions to different subjects. The questions are designed to “elicit open-ended
responses” – the benefit being that “by asking the same questions of all
respondents in roughly the same order, the research minimizes interviewer effects
and achieves greater efficiency of information gathering.” (Lindlof, 2005)
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Narrative interviews are yet another information-gathering device. These rely on
stories, told by the inverviewee. Stories are valuable, “more than a means of amusement,
stories encode the information needed y members of society to carry on the most critical
activities of social intercourse, economy, politics, art, spirituality, birth, and death.”
(Lindlof, 2005) While this interview technique “usually depends on a long-term, trusting
relationship between researcher and social actor,” these types of interviews are conducted
after the interviewer has done all he can to “establish the most comfortable conditions for
letting a person talk.” (Lindlof, 2005)

